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Got Light Produces Ethereal Lighting Design for the Fairytale Wedding of Internet Mogul  
Sean Parker and Alexandra Lenas, Creating a Modern-Day Enchanted Forest in Big Sur, California 

 
 
SAN FRANCISCO, August 7, 2013 – Got Light, San Francisco Bay Area Event Lighting Design Company, 

produced the spectacular lighting design in the redwood forest wedding of internet mogul Sean Parker and 

Alexandra Lenas in Big Sur, California at the Ventana Inn and Spa.  Their wedding ceremony and reception were 

transformed by Got Light’s signature style of elegance, artistry, and fun.   

 

Entering their tenth year as the Bay Area’s premiere wedding and event lighting designers, Got Light was honored 

to create the setting for the lavish affair alongside celebrated event producer and caterer Paula LeDuc Fine 

Catering, and under the direction of designers Preston Bailey and Ken Fulk.  With newly released photos featured 

in Vanity Fair Magazine and the internet abuzz leading up to the event, Got Light is happy to have been a part of 

the team! 

  

Got Light consists of passionate designers, producers, and engineers, all of whom were dedicated to the creation 

of Sean Parker’s vision of a “performance-art project” set in a modern-day enchanted forest.  Got Light expertly 

layered color, texture, kinetic movement, and subtle highlights to create the ethereal fairytale environment the 

couple envisioned.   

 

The bride and groom were married under the mystical glade of towering 500-year old redwoods amid a soft, 

radiant glow emanating from within the clearing.  After the nuptials, the illuminated redwoods were the backdrop 

for an elegant affair amid babbling brooks under stone bridges, castle ruins, and wrought iron gates.  Their guests, 

costumed in medieval-themed garb created by Lord of the Rings designer Ngila Dickson, feasted on delicacies 

crafted by Paula LeDuc Fine Catering.  The romantic reception continued as Sting sang to the couple a cappella, 

Celtic musicians performed, and the bevy of celebrity guests including Sean Lennon, Emma Watson, Olivia Munn, 

and Lars Ulrich reveled in the festive atmosphere. 

 

Soon it was time to party and the forest was suddenly transformed into a high-energy dance party.  Dramatic 

lighting and colorful moving lights illuminated the canopy of ancient trees as far as the eye could see, while  



 

 

 
 

 

fanciful landscape lighting immersed the surrounding hillsides. The celebration continued until dawn under an 

eruption of disco and rock dance lighting.  As is their signature style, Got Light took this very special event from ‘lit’ 

to ‘WOW.’ 

 

Enjoying a long-lasting relationship with top wedding and event professionals, Got Light has created stunningly 

memorable lighting designs for a host of notable celebrities and hundreds of happily married couples throughout 

the San Francisco Bay Area, Napa Valley, and beyond.  
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About Got Light:  Established in 2004, Got Light is the San Francisco Bay Area's leader in producing artistic 
lighting and event design, creating dramatic environments with light, audio, video, projection art, video mapping, 
drape, and staging.  They have built a reputation for providing five-star customer service, creative solutions and 
innovative designs for a diverse range of events. 
 
Got Light Ownership:  Inspired by designers Russell Holt and Jon Retsky, Got Light offers over 25 years of 
combined experience in lighting design and event production.  They are experts at layering in color, texture, 
kinetic movement, and subtle highlights, taking events from "lit" to "WOW!" 


